Visual field defects and changes in macular retinal ganglion cell complex thickness in eyes with intrachoroidal cavitation are similar to those in early glaucoma
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Background/aims: To examine the characteristics of visual field defects and optical coherence tomography (OCT) findings in eyes with intrachoroidal cavitation (ICC) and investigate the similarities between these results and glaucomatous changes.

Methods: We retrospectively analyzed patients diagnosed with ICC based on peripapillary radial cross-sectional scans performed with OCT. Visual field was measured with the Humphrey automated visual field analyzer SITA standard central 24-2 program, and macular ganglion cell complex (GCC) thickness was measured in 9×9 mm areas on OCT. The positive rates for the Anderson criteria, site of visual field defect, and mean GCC thickness in each quadrant were compared; the association between these results and ICC location was assessed.

Results: Fifteen eyes from eleven patients (five males and six females; mean age, 54.6±10.7 years) were selected for investigation. ICC was detected in the inferior temporal side of the optic disc in all studied eyes. The positive rate for the Anderson criteria was 73.3% (11/15 eyes). Visual field defects were most commonly observed in the cluster that corresponded to the superior Bjerrum area (53.3%; 8/15 eyes). GCC thickness was significantly lower in the inferior side, where the ICC was located, than the superior side, where the ICC was absent (P=0.0001). GCC thinning that correlated with ICC was observed in 66.7% (10/15 eyes) of the ICC eyes.

Conclusion: Visual field and GCC findings on OCT in ICC eyes are extremely similar to those observed in superior visual field defect-type early glaucoma, indicating a possible difficulty in distinguishing the two conditions.
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Introduction

Recently, structural changes to the external area of the optic disc and the presence of an intrachoroidal sinusoidal structure called the intrachoroidal cavitation (ICC) in the outer area of the peripapillary or myopic conus have been reported, and attracted attention.1-4 Neither of these findings are found in conventional glaucoma, which is defined as a retinal nerve fiber disorder at the lamina cribrosa.

ICC was first reported by Freund et al,1 who observed crescent-shaped yellow–orange lesions near the inferior region of the peripapillary myopic conus in highly myopic eyes. With the optical coherence tomography (OCT) available at the time, this lesion was interpreted as retinal pigment epithelial detachment and was consequently termed “peripapillary detachment of pathologic myopia”. Shimada et al2 conducted...
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an assessment with the Goldmann visual field test and found glaucomatous visual field defects in 71.0% of eyes with peripapillary detachment of pathologic myopia. Later, Toranzo et al³ used a higher resolution OCT to elucidate that this lesion did not have a retinal pigment epithelial detachment but had an intr choroidal sinusoidal structure, and they subsequently established the name and concept of “ICC”.

In addition, Spaide et al⁴ reported that inner retinal thinning or disruption is evident at the ICC border area and indicated that this thinning may contribute to visual field defects.

It has been suggested that visual field defects and nerve fiber layer loss that resemble glaucoma may develop due to ICC; however, the only report that examined visual field defects in ICC eyes is the study by Shimada et al² who used Goldmann perimetry. Consequently, its actual state is not completely understood.

Additionally, if the inner retinal defect at the ICC border area causes visual field defects that are similar to glaucoma, then it is likely that ganglion cell complex (GCC) thinning,⁵,⁶ which has been utilized in recent years for glaucoma diagnosis and anticipated for its usefulness in myopia, is detected in correlation to ICC. Nonetheless, there are still no reports on GCC changes in eyes with ICC.

In the present study, to elucidate the characteristics of visual field defects and GCC thickness in eyes with ICC, we used the Humphrey automated visual field analyzer and OCT data to investigate the similarities to glaucomatous changes.

Materials and methods

As the authors had no access to a formal review committee, the study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and informed consent was obtained from all patients.

We retrospectively identified all patients who visited Sumitomo Besshi Hospital, Minami-Matsuyama Hospital, or Ehime University Hospital between April 2013 and September 2014 and were diagnosed with ICC by using OCT. We selected patients who completed all of the tests described in the following and for whom the exclusion criteria did not apply.

ICC was diagnosed according to previously reported criteria,³,⁴ and was defined as a lesion that showed intr choroidal hyporeflective areas near the optic disc by OCT (Figure 1). OCT examination was performed using an RS-3000 (NIDEK, Aichi, Japan) at all participating facilities. With the papilla at the center, 15° interval radial cross-sectional images (12 whole images per eye) were taken by OCT, and the diagnosis and location identification of ICC were conducted. The peripapillary area was divided into eight 45° sectors from the 12 o’clock position in the temporal direction, and the rate of ICC detection was calculated for each sector. In the peripapillary radial cross-sectional image assessment using OCT, assessments made with images that had a signal strength index of ≤6/10 were excluded from this study.

Visual field testing was performed with the Humphrey automated visual field analyzer SITA standard central 24-2 program (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany). To assess the similarities between the obtained visual field and glaucomatous visual field defects, the positive rate for each Anderson criteria (pattern deviation probability plots [PD plots], glaucoma hemifield test, and pattern standard deviation [PSD], \( P<0.05 \)) and the overall positive rate were examined.

In addition, with regard to the distribution of visual field defects, in order to examine its correlation with ICC location and the similarities with glaucomatous visual field

Figure 1 Diagnosis of ICC. (A) Fundus photograph with a yellow-orange peripapillary lesion of the ICC (arrowheads). The arrow marks the section of OCT (B). (B) Peripapillary radial cross-sectional OCT image. The asterisk marks the intr choroidal hyporeflective area of the ICC.

Note: The diagnosis of ICC was made based on the presence of intr choroidal hyporeflective areas near the optic disc on OCT (peripapillary radial cross-sectional scans, 15° interval 12 whole images per eye).

Abbreviations: ICC, intr choroidal cavitation; OCT, optical coherence tomography.
defects, a method described by Garway-Heath et al7 was used. Specifically, each measurement point on the central 24-2 test was divided into six clusters along the course of the nerve fiber, the rate of abnormality was calculated for each cluster, and the correlation with ICC location was confirmed. As a reliability index of the visual field test, patients with ≥20% fixation loss, ≥15% false positive, and ≥33% false negative were excluded from the present study.

GCC thickness was measured using an RS-3000 (NIDEK) at all participating facilities. OCT can analyze the GCC in a 9×9 mm area with the macula as the center, encompassing the optic disc. It can also measure the mean GCC thickness of each area of 9 mm diameter circles with the macula as the center.

To assess the similarities between GCC thickness in eyes with ICC and early glaucoma, the mean GCC thickness was compared between the superior and inferior quadrants and between all four quadrants (superior and inferior regions of the macular temporal region, and superior and inferior regions of the macular nasal region).

In addition, it was confirmed that the GCC thickness was <1 percentile of that of normal eyes according to the database. Furthermore, the presence or absence of vertically asymmetric thinning along the course of the nerve fiber layer and the correlation with ICC location were also confirmed.

The measurement and analysis of GCC thickness was performed by using the long axial length correction function and the long axial length normative database (data on axial length ≥26.0 and <29.0 mm) installed on the OCT. For GCC thickness measurements by OCT, measurements from images that had ≤6/10 signal strength index were excluded.

Eyes with best-corrected visual acuity (logMAR) of >0 or with a history of eye trauma or intraocular surgery were excluded. Additionally, eyes that were diagnosed as having glaucomatous optic neuropathy, eyes with extensive choroidal atrophy other than myopic conus, eyes with posterior staphyloma at the inner area of retinal vascular arcades, and eyes with non-ICC ophthalmologic disorders or abnormalities were also excluded.

Statistical analysis was performed with JMP software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Student’s t-test was used to compare GCC thickness of the superior and inferior sides. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Fifteen eyes in eleven patients (five males and six females) with mean age ± standard deviation (SD) of 54.6±10.7 years (range, 32–71 years old) were selected for analysis.

For the analyzed eyes, the mean spherical equivalent ± SD was −7.40±2.77 D (range, −3.75 to −12.75 D), and the mean axial length ± SD was 26.81±1.34 mm (range, 24.25–29.12 mm). The mean intraocular pressure ± SD was 14.5±2.4 mmHg (range, 10–18 mmHg). For the Humphrey visual field test, the mean deviation ± SD was −2.53±2.73 dB (range, 0.39 to −8.20 dB), and the mean PSD ± SD was 2.61±1.01 dB (range, 1.28–5.16 dB) (Table 1).

Location of ICC

The location of ICC was assessed based on the peripapillary radial cross-sectional OCT images taken at 15° intervals. The peripapillary area was divided into eight 45° sectors (A–H) from the 12 o’clock position toward the temporal side, and the rate of ICC detection was calculated for each sector. When ICC was detected across multiple sectors, overlapping was allowed and each sector was deemed “with ICC”.

ICC was found with the highest frequency (100%; 15/15 eyes) at sector D, corresponding to the inferior temporal side (Figure 2). ICC was not observed in the superior side at all. A horizontal spread of ICC was evident in most eyes, and overlapping was detected in sector C (53.3%; 8/15 eyes) and E (86.7%; 13/15 eyes), which are both adjacent to sector D.

Humphrey visual field

The positive rates for each of the Anderson criteria were assessed. PD plots were positive in 66.7% (10/15) of ICC eyes. Glaucoma hemifield test was outside the normal range in 60.0% (9/15) of ICC eyes. PSD was P<0.05 in 66.7% (10/15) of ICC eyes. The overall positive rate in which at least one of the aforementioned three Anderson criteria was fulfilled was 73.3% (11/15 eyes) (Figure 3A).

In order to examine the correlation to ICC location and the similarities between glaucomatous visual field defects, the measurement points on the central 24-2 test were divided into six clusters along the course of the nerve fiber, and the rate of

Table 1 Characteristics of study subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Mean ± SD</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>54.6±10.7</td>
<td>32–71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCVA (logMAR)</td>
<td>−0.09±0.03</td>
<td>−0.08 to −0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive error in SE (D)</td>
<td>−7.40±2.77</td>
<td>−3.75 to −12.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length (mm)</td>
<td>26.81±1.34</td>
<td>24.25–29.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraocular pressure (mmHg)</td>
<td>14.5±2.4</td>
<td>10–18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean deviation (dB)</td>
<td>−2.53±2.73</td>
<td>0.39 to −8.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern standard deviation (dB)</td>
<td>2.61±1.01</td>
<td>1.28–5.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Fifteen eyes in eleven patients (five males and six females) were selected for analysis.

Abbreviations: BCVA, best-corrected visual acuity; SE, spherical equivalent; SD, standard deviation; LogMAR, Logarithm of the Minimum Angle of Resolution.
abnormalities was calculated for each cluster in accordance with the method described by Garway-Heath et al. An abnormal cluster was defined as three or more adjacent points along the course of the nerve fiber within the same cluster on the PD plots having $P < 0.05$ with one of these points having $P < 0.01$.

In the assessment by cluster, a markedly greater rate of abnormality (53.3%; 8/15 eyes) was observed in the cluster of the superior Bjerrum area, corresponding to the peripapillary inferior temporal side that showed high rates of ICC compared to other clusters (Figure 3B).

GCC thickness

In the comparison between the superior and inferior quadrants, the mean GCC thickness ± SD was 92.47±8.62 μm on the superior side and 80.07±8.66 μm on the inferior side, indicating a significantly lower thickness in the inferior side, where the ICC was located, compared to the superior side ($P=0.0001$). The mean GCC thicknesses ± SD of the four quadrants were: 80.30±11.94, 68.48±10.07, 105.62±8.25, and 91.96±8.96 μm at the superior temporal, inferior temporal, superior nasal, and inferior nasal sides, respectively. At both the temporal ($P<0.0001$) and the nasal sides ($P=0.0005$), GCC thickness was significantly lower on the inferior side, where ICC was present, compared to the superior side (Figure 4A).

Next, the characteristics of GCC thickness in each ICC eye were assessed, focusing on the correlation with the location of ICC. GCC thinning that correlated with ICC was defined as: GCC thickness <1 percentile of that of a normal eye, distribution of such thinning along the course of the nerve fiber with ICC as the origin, and vertical asymmetry. GCC thinning that correlated with ICC based on the earlier definitions was observed in 66.7% (10/15) of ICC eyes (Figure 4B). The distribution of GCC thinning in ICC was similar to that in early glaucoma.

Discussion

There are three novel findings from the present study that have not been previously reported. First, concerning the characteristics of visual field defects in eyes with ICC, we performed the Humphrey visual field test in all eyes and confirmed the rate of detecting glaucomatous visual field defects as well as the similarities between the two types of visual field defects. Second, we confirmed the correlation between the Humphrey visual field results and ICC location. Third, as a structural validation to visual field defects in ICC eyes, we analyzed GCC thickness for the first time and conducted a comprehensive investigation, including its correlation with ICC location.
To eliminate factors other than ICC that potentially affect visual field and GCC thickness as much as possible, we restricted the study to eyes with logMAR visual acuity of ≥0 and excluded eyes with posterior staphyloma in the arcades, eyes with chorioretinal atrophic changes other than myopic conus, and eyes with obvious glaucomatous optic neuropathy as diagnosed by two glaucoma specialists. The results of our assessment revealed that visual field defects and GCC thinning akin to early glaucoma were evident in ~70% of eyes with ICC. Furthermore, a correlation was suggested between these results and the location of ICC along the course of the nerve fiber.

At the present time, the only report that consistently employed the same visual field test in all ICC eyes is the study by Shimada et al in which the authors used the Goldmann visual field test. They investigated 632 highly myopic eyes and reported that, while glaucomatous visual field defects were observed in 71.0% of eyes with ICC, they were only detected in 23.0% of eyes without ICC. Since a large difference in the incidence of glaucomatous visual field defects was observed between eyes with and without ICC, even though both sets of eyes had a similarly high degree of myopia, the authors suggested that ICC may affect glaucomatous visual field defects.

Our present study is the first report in which the Humphrey visual field test was performed in all ICC eyes and the correlation between visual field and ICC location was confirmed. Our identification of visual field defects that fulfill the Anderson criteria (diagnostic criteria of early glaucoma) in 73.3% (11/15) of eyes with ICC was similar to the results reported by Shimada et al.

In myopia, there are large individual differences in peripapillary deformation and morphology, such as tilted papilla, depending on the extension in axial length. It is difficult to reliably detect early glaucoma under such circumstances. Therefore, there is a possibility that not all glaucoma patients were excluded from this study. However, considering that the prevalence of primary open-angle glaucoma in ≥40-year-old Japanese people is 3.9%, and that the hazard ratio is 2.6 in moderate-to-severe myopic eyes; our results show that 73.3% of eyes with ICC had glaucoma-like visual field defects and GCC thinning clearly exceeded the percentage that could be caused by undetected glaucoma. These facts suggest an association between ICC and glaucomatous visual field defects and GCC thinning.

The rate of glaucomatous visual field defects using a similar protocol to the present study by patients without ICC who have similar characteristics such as axial length can be confirmed, and these results can be compared with our findings in ICC eyes, then the association between ICC and glaucomatous visual field defects can be clarified.

While an association between ICC and glaucomatous visual field defects has been suggested, it is a subject of extreme curiosity as to why similar visual field defects occur in glaucoma, which is a retinal nerve fiber disorder at the lamina cribrosa, and in ICC, a lesion that develops outside the optic disc. Regarding this issue, Spaide et al. used swept-source OCT and enhanced-depth OCT and reported that inner retinal thinning or disruption is observed at the ICC border region, suggesting that this may contribute to the onset of visual field defects. Our study also found inner retinal thinning at the ICC border on peripapillary radial cross-sectional OCT images.

In addition, our analysis of GCC thickness in ICC eyes, which was conducted for the first time, showed a significant thinning of GCC that correlated to the site of ICC in 66.7% of the ICC eyes, and this result supports the hypothesis by Spaide et al. Furthermore, we consider that our findings...
are extremely important as a structural validation of the functional changes of visual field defects.

If inner retinal defects at the ICC border are the cause of visual field defects, then a pathologically different disease concept from glaucoma is suggested, even though the manner in which it develops is extremely similar to that of glaucoma, which is a retinal nerve fiber disorder at the lamina cribrosa that is primarily caused by intraocular pressure.

In addition to the aforementioned inner retinal defects at the ICC border area, Spaide et al. also identified posterior bowing of the sclera in the region of the ICC. The authors stated that ICC may potentially be formed from such deformation of the sclera. If ICC occurs concomitantly to the deformation of the sclera near the papilla, then fragility in the supporting tissue with the neighboring lamina cribrosa or receding of the lamina cribrosa may also be present. Therefore, it is not possible to definitively conclude that retinal nerve fiber disorder in ICC eyes occurs only at the ICC border. Moreover, even when there is retinal nerve fiber disorder at the ICC border, there is room for consideration before definitively concluding that this is the cause of ICC.

There is biomechanical stress in the area of the ICC, as speculated from the deformation of the sclera observed by Spaide et al. and this stress leads to ICC in the choroid in the same area and nerve fiber defects in the retina. It is possible that these two conditions coexist similarly to a mirror image rather than being in a causal relationship.

We consider our finding of GCC thinning correlating to ICC supports the association between ICC and retinal nerve fiber disorder, as well as the association between ICC and glaucomatous visual field defects. At the present time, it is unclear whether ICC is the primary cause of these defects. However, we postulate that ICC may be a significant risk factor that suggests retinal nerve fiber disorder and glaucomatous visual field defects that correlate to the same area.

Visual field defects and changes in GCC thickness in the ICC eyes we studied were very similar to those in superior visual field defect-type early glaucoma. Because the pathogenesis of ICC is not completely understood, albeit its elucidation is positively progressing, it is not easy conceptually or clinically to distinguish ICC and glaucomatous optic neuropathy even in the presence of ICC structural abnormalities.

Although the presence or absence of progression over time may become one of the deciding factors, the enlargement in ICC over a long period of time has only been reported by Freund et al. in a 15-year follow-up of two eyes in one patient. Some of the crucial clinical challenges include whether ICC truly does not change in size over time, and the visual field defects or retinal nerve fiber disorder that occurs in ICC eyes does not progress.

To elucidate the pathogenesis and clinical significance of ICC, prospective studies that include a greater number of patients are desired in the future.
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